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Throughout this paper, a space means a TVspace. A space is called fully

normal if every open covering 33 of it has a J-refinement 2$, that is, an open

covering for which the stars (x, 2B) form a covering which refines 23. A space

is called paracompact if every open covering 55 of it has a locally finite ( = neigh-

borhood finite) open covering 2δ which refines 33. It is well known that para-

compactness is identical with full normality in a Hausdorff space ([3], [7]).

Recently R. H. Bing [1] has introduced new concepts into spaces: collection-

wise normality and strong screenability. A collection £> of subsets Ha (a e= A)

of a space is called discrete if (1) the closures Ha are mutually disjoint. (2)

every union of the form U{//p>* β €Ξ B C A) is closed. A space is called

collectionwise normal if every discrete collection {Ha} of closed subsets is

covered by {Ga) of open sets which are mutually disjoint. A space is called

strongly screenable if every open covering of it can be refined by an open one

which can be decomposed into a sequence of discrete collections. He proved

that both every strongly screenable regular space and every fully normal space

are collectionwise normal. Thus each of full normality, paracompactness and

strong screenability of a regular space always implies collectionwise normality.

But more is true: Paracompactness is identical with strong screenability in a

regular space. To show this is the main purpose of this paper. Thus we ob-

tain the following scheme:

metric spaces—

fully normal spaces

collectionwise
paracompact Hausdorff spaces, normal spaces

strongly screenable regular spaces

THEOREM 1. Every point-wise paracompact^, collectionivise normal space

R is strongly screenable.
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*•) A space is called point-wise patacompact if every open covering of it can be refined

by a point-finite open one.
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LEMMA 1. If {Ha\ a EL A) is a discrete collection of sets in R, every

collection of sets {Ka \ a e A) such that Ha D Ka for every a e A is also dis-

crete in R.

This can easily be seen and hence the proof is omitted.

LEMMA 2. If a space R is collectionwise normal, every discrete collection

of sets {Hal a e A) in R can be covered by a discrete collection of open sets

{Ga', a & A} such that Ήa C G* for every a e A.

Proof. Let {Ea\ a e= A) be a mutually disjoint collection of open sets such

that Ea D Ha for every a e A. Since a collectionwise normal space is normal,

there is an open set G such that U ^ J G D G D U E . Setting Ga = G Π £<*,

E* C Ga and Ga<ZGΓ\(R- U £*<) C (U £,») Π (R - U £*-) = EΛ. Thus Ga's

are mutually disjoint. Let B be an arbitrary subset of indices of A and then

UTS C G Π ( i ? - U & ) C ( U £ ) Π ( i ? - U ω = U £«. Thus if p is in

U Gα, p is in one and only one E*(p) such that aip) 6= ̂ . Since -Bβ̂ ) Π ( U ^a)

~ <ρ, p&\J G* and hence p e G α ( ί ) , which shows U f f « = U Gα. Q.E.D.
αGΞB-ot(p) αeϋ βεfi

Proof of the theorem. For simplicity, let dj){p) denote the degree of ©

= {Z)χ ϊ ^ €Ξ yί} at p (where S) is an arbitrary collection of subsets of R), i. e. the

number of sets of ® which contain pa Let { V) be an arbitrary open covering

of R and then, from point-wise paracompactness of R, there is a point-finite open

covering 11= {Ua\ a G. A) which refines {V}. Let

Fi = {p J u ( ί ) = ί> U = 1, 2, . . . ) ,

and it is clear \J Fi = R from point-finiteness of U.
i = l

We shall show, by induction, that (Pi) - there is a collection U,- of open sets
i

which refines II and covers U Fj and can be decomposed into a finite number

of discrete collections.

Let Fa = R- \JU*. and it can easily be seen that FaCU*, U F* = Fi and

Ftf's are mutually disjoint closed sets. Moreover {FΛ I a e A} is discrete: Letbe an arbitrary subset of indices of A. If p is in U Fa, p is in one and only

one ί/*(/»), aip) G i5, by virtue of the inequality U ft C i? - U Ua. Since

ί̂ (/» Π (U Fβ) = 0, jf? is in Fα{/>), which shows that U F* = U Ftt. Since /? is

collectionwise normal, there is, by Lemma 2, a discrete collection {Gi are A}
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of open sets such that Gi D Fa for every a. Let Gtt = G'a Γ\ Ua and then Ut

= {G a; a & A} is also discrete by Lemma 1 and clearly refines 11 and covers

Fi. Thus (Pi) is valid.

Now we put the inductive assumption that (Pi) is valid for i~n. Let

ay's are all different from each other}
71+1

and S5«+i = {yα««5 α w + 1 e A«+i} be the collection of open sets of type Π £/«, such
.7 = 1

that {at, . . . , αr«+i} e Λn+i. Let

Fβ»+l = {P; ptΞ V^, dϊβu+1(p) = 1>

and then it can be seen, from the point-finiteness of $8M+1? that {Fα«M, ^ + 1 ε A « + i )

is discrete in Gn+i = U Vα»n and each Fα»»+i is closed in Gn+i by the analogous

argument to the preceding one.

Let Gn = U ί/n and then GnD {pi dn(p) £ n) = U Fy by the induction

assumption. Since dy$nΛ1(p) ^ 1 implies d\χ(p) ^ ^ + 1 and conversely and Gn+i

is nothing but {pi dssn+ί(p) ^ 1}, we have

Gn+l D R — Grt.

Hence H*n+ι = Fα«+i Π (R - Gn) is closed in R - Gn and then so in i?. Since

U iίx^+i is contained in closed R — Gn and, by Lemma 1, {H^n+i; an+ι EΞ Art+t}

is discrete in Gn+i, {Han+i} is discrete in R. Hence there is a collection {Uίn+i;

an+1 G i4w+i} of open sets which is discrete in R such that Uln+i D i/αn+i for

every α711"1 e Λn+i. Let ί7βw+i = ί/άw+i Π Fαn+i and then, by Lemma 1, 28«+i

= {Uan+i; an+1 e i4«+i} is also discrete in i? and refines SS«+i. Setting

U«+1 - Πn U SBΛ+i,

it is easily seen that U»+i satisfies (P»+i) by the construction. Thus the induc-

tion is completed.

Let

58= U U,
t = l

and then $ refines II and can be decomposed into a sequence of discrete col-
i oo

lections. Since H, covers U Fj and U Fj = i?, 55 is a covering of i?. Hence /? is

strongly screenable. Q.E.D.
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THEOREM 2. Every paracompact Hausdorff space is strongly screenable

{and regular).

Proof, A paracompact Hausdorff space is regular [3] and a priori point-

wise paracompact. Adding to those, we know that every paracompact Haus-

dorff space is collectionwise normal ([1] or [2]). Hence the theorem is a

trivial consequence of Theorem 1. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 3. Every strongly screenable, regular space R is paracompact.

LEMMA 3. Every countable covering {Ui} of an arbitrary space R each

element of which is elementary open {- a set which is expressible as {x; fix)

>0} by a suitable continuous function f defined on the whole space) can be

refined by a locally finite countable one, say {Vi}, each element of which is also

elementary open such that Ui D Vi for every i.

This is to be shown in [51

Proof of the theorem. Let { V} be an arbitrary open covering of R Since

R is strongly screenable and regular, there is an open covering {U} of R which

can be decomposed into a sequence of discrete collections, {U&', a EE A%}

(i = 1, 2, . . . ), such that (U) refines {V}. Since R is collectionwise normal

[1] and Lemma 2 holds in R, there is, for each i, a discrete collection of open

sets, {VΛi\ a* e Ai), such that Vai D £/•* for every oc{ e Λ, . Since {Ό) refines

{ V), we can assume, by Lemma 1, with no loss of generality that { Vai I a E Ai}

refines {V}. Since closed Fz — U Uai is contained in open Vi = U W, there is

an elementary open set d such that Fi C d C Vi. Since {G/ i — 1, 2, . . . }

covers R, there is, by Lemma 3, a locally finite countable open covering of R,

{Hi i = 1, 2, . . .}, such that G, D Hi for every i. Let

Haί - Ά Π VΛi

and it can be seen that {H*t a G Ai) is discrete in R and refines {V} and

ξ> = {//α* a EL Ai, i = 1, 2, . . . } is an open covering of R.

Now we shall show that ξ> is locally finite. Let p be an arbitrary point

of R and then, from the local-finiteness of {Hi}, there is an open neighborhood

WQ( p) of p which meets only a finite number of elements of {Hi}. If

let

Wi(p) = Λ - #, .
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If p e Hi, let

Wi(p) = V*HP),

where Vaπp) denotes the element of {V^l oc e At) such that p e Vaι' This

Vaπp) exists, since Hi C d C V% = U Fα*. In both cases PFf(^) meets at most

one element of {//α< ; #' e A}. Let

W{p) = Π m(i>)
ί = 0

where # = max{/; Wa(p) Π ft # $}. Then W(p) meets at most n elements

of £>. Thus local-finiteness of £) is established and R is paracompact Q.E.D.

COROLLARY. A collectiomvise normal space is paracompact if and only if

it is point-ivise paracompact.

THEOREM 4. Every point-finite open covering {U} of a collectiomvise normal

space R has an open locally finite ά-refinement.

Proof. Since {U} is point-finite, there is, by [6, 33.4, p. 26], an open point-

finite covering {V) of R such that {V} refines {U}. By the same argument

stated in the proof of Theorem 1, {V} can be refined by an open covering {W)

which can be decomposed into a sequence of discrete collections. Since {W)

refines {U}, the same argument stated in the proof ol Theorem 3 can be ap-

plied and {U} has a locally finite open refinement. It is well known that every

locally finite open covering of a normal space has a locally finite J-refinement

(see [3]). Q.E.D.

Duing to R. H. Bing [1], a space is called screenable if every open covering

of it can be refined by an open one which can be decomposed into a sequence

of collections whose elements are mutually disjoint. Duing to C. H. Dowker [4],

a space is called countably paracompact if every countable open covering of it

can be refined by a locally finite (countable) open one. Under these terminolo-

gies, we get the following theorem.

THEOREM 5. Every screenable, countably paracompact, normal space R is

strongly scree?ιable.

Proof. Let {U} be an arbitrary open covering of R and it can be refined,

from screenablity of R, by an open one which can be decomposed into a

sequence of collections of mutually disjoint sets, {Vaι \ a1 e A,}, i = 1, 2, . . . .
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Let Vi = U F«ί. Since {Vi ] i = 1, 2, . . .} covers /?, there is a locally finite

open covering {Wil i = 1, 2, . . .} oί R such that Fi D Wi for every / (Cf. [6]).

Let Wa* = Wi Π FΛi and it can easily be seen that {Wat I ocι e A1, ί = 1, 2, . . }

covers i? and refines {U} and each {PFa*; α* G Λί} is discrete in /?. Hence i? is

strongly screenable. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 6. Every screenable, point-wise paracompact, normal space is

strongly screenable.

This follows from the above theorem, since every point-wise paracompact,

normal space is countably paracompact [4],

QUESTION, IS there a screenable, normal space which is not strongly screen-

able?

If this question could be answered in the negative, it could be determined,

by Theorem δ, that a normal space is not necessarily countably paracompact.
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Addendum (November 2, 1954). The author learned, after writing this paper, that E.

Michael has recently obtained the theorem which asserts that for every regular space the

paracompactness is identical with the strong screenability. (Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 4 (1953),

831-838.)




